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Abstract

Postmodernxsm is a cultural phenoinenou of the late

twentieth century characterized by fragmentation, solipsism,
decanohizution, hybridization, and carnivalization—a new

way to view realiby-

term is used to

expressed;;in ^th®■^ artsi' ;■ .■

define . these/characberistica^^^
film, theater, music, dance,
literature.

New Journalism, a technique developed by a few

innovative American honfiction writers (Wolfe, Mailer,

Gapote, I3idion) during the postmodern period and designed to
break the hundred-year-old British pattern of rigid

expository writing, raises journalism from objective

reporting to the realm of art by using postmodern fictional
devices in nonfictional prose.

Martin Amis, a young British critic and novelist,

provides a transitional bridge between postmodernist fiction
and New Journalism by demonstrating how the fictional

stylistic devices of the novel can be successfully
replicated in nonfiction.

This study compares selected stylistic devices used by

postmodern novelists and New Journalists to create their
art, with particular emphasis placed on the narrative voice
Amis creates in both his fictive and nonfictive work.

iii

I. Introduction

Noon, Tuesday.

I lay immobile in the bath, like

a dirty old alligator--hbt washing, just steaming
and planning.

What clothes would ± weajr?

Blue madras

shirt, black boots, and the old black cord suit
with those touching leather elbow—patches.

persona would I wear?

What

On the several occasions I

had seen her last August I underwent several

complete identity-reorganizations.

Settling

finally somewhere between the pained, laconic,
inscrutable type and the knowing, garrulous,

cyiiical, laugh a miiiute, yet somethihg demohic
about him, something nihilistic> muted 4®ath wish

t.y

again?

(Rachael

Papeirs 46)

British e|ssayist and noveiist Martin Amis drsates
distinctive narratiyepersonae in both his fictiye and
nonfictive prose by combining several stylistic techniqiies

conyentionally assbciated with bot:h New Jburnalists ahd

postmodern novelists. The exploration of Amis' dynamic use
of first person narrative voice, through which he creates

and reveals the persona dominating a particular text,
demonstrates how he uses postmodern novelistic devices to

entice his aU^iibnCe into becoming active participants in

creating the narrative.

Amis also employs the New

Jourhaiistic method of juxtaposing selected stylistic

devices traditionally assigned to novels, creating a

nonfictional prose style uniquely his own.

Tom Wolfe's

comparisons between whait he sees as fictional devices tised
by New Journalists and traditional patterns of expository
prose establish a base to begin analysis of Amis' writing

techniques.

His nonfiction suggests e potential

teconciliatibn between the seening oppositions of the goals
and teChhiques of New JonrnaliSm and postroodern fictionAmis' nonfiction creates a significant and useful link

between current generic distinctions•

Because his first

person narrative is the major factor affec'ting the audiehc©'
distinctive manipulation of pbint-^of-view, scene-by^scene

construction, status details, and metaphor become important

devices that Amis borrows from both New Jpurnalists and
postmodern novelists.

Status details and scene-by—scene

construction are terms used by Wolfe to define hqw NOW

Journalists develop their narratives.

Wolfe defines status

details as: 

a recording of everyday gestures, habits, manners,
customs, and styles of furniture, clothing,

decoration, styles of traveling, eating, keeping
house, modes of behaving toward childreri, servants
superiors, inferiors, peers, plus the various

looks, glances, poses, styles of walking and other
2

symbolic details that might exist within a scene.
(Wolfe 32)

Wolfe describes scene—by-scene construction as: "telling the

story by moving from scene to scene and resorting as little
as possible to sheer historical narrative" (31).

A pattern develops that creates a transitional bridge
between contemporary fiction and nonfiction when one

cbmpares Amis' writing with siich New Journalists as Tom
Wolfe, Norman Mailer, Truman Capote, and Joan Didioh, and

with such postmodern novelists as Saul Bellow, Philip Roth,
and Kurt Vonnegut.

Michael Johhspn states that New Journalism is

identified by the professional "writer's attempt to be
perspnalistic# involved, and creative'V when writing
contemporary nonfiction (46).

The wtiting in

objective and adheres to the writer's Pwn sense of morality
and radical reactions to late twentieth-century lifestyles

and events.

New Journalists frequently use "muckraking" and

cbntemporary language patterns (46).

In addition, NSw

Journalists use traditional fictional devices—dialogue,

first person narrative (including definitive personae and
narratees), and second person direct address into the text-

something traditional, prescriptive rhetoricians and/or
writing teachers have discouraged for years.

Postmodern fiction began to emerge and be recognized
after World War II and is characterized by providing
3

conunentary about the confusion, duality, and hypocrisy
evident in late twentieth-century society.

Postmodern

fiction focuses on the ambiguities, fragmentation,

disconnection, performance, decanonization, preoccupation
with self, and irony permeating every level of twentieth-

century life (Hassan 503—20).

Like New Journalism,

postmodern fiction is frequently written in the first person
narrative mode (with distinct personae and narratees) and

dips into the second person for direct conversations with
the reader.

An understanding of the potential rhetorical effects of

the nonfictionai narrative persona emerges by examining the
stylistic innovations Amis uses to develop his personae
and, thereby, provides fresh perspectives for both
theoretical and pedagogical approaches to narrative style.
W. Wolfgang Holdheim asserts that "works in the essay genre

(rather than presenting knowledge as a closed and often

deceptively finished system) enact cognition in progress"
(11).

Holdheim's statement describes Amis' nonfictional

writing; throughout Amis' work, the reader is constantly
bombarded with either the persona's "aha" or the narrates's
"aha."

Reactions from the persona and narrates cause

readers to also react to the the text with an "aha" of their

own.

Amis evokes these "ahas" by relying heavily on the

development of his narratees as foils for his personae.
Kurt Vonnegut defines the difference between
4

traditional newjspaper reporters and those writers who haye
their own voice:

Newspaper reporters and technical writers are
trained to reveal almost nothing about themseiyfes

in theiy writirigsv^^^^^^^

freaks in the

world of writersf since almpst ail of the other
ink-stained wretches in that world reveal a lot

about themselves to re®*^®^^'

We call these

revelations, accidental and intentionelf elem^
of style.

These revelations tell us as readers what sort

of person it is with whom we are spending time.
(Eow to Write with Style ,438)
Like Charles Eidhwav Cpersona in The Rachael Papers),

Amis decides what persona he will wear end then creates a

specific narratee to further influence the reader v

looking at th®

first

uses to develpp the nairatee, a

Clear understanding of how the persona manipulates tlie
reader xs established.

Because of the persona/narratee

relationship*, readers are lured into re-examining their own
way of looking at reality.

II-

Amis' Use of the Harratee

Then again, there'.are' often^ numerous passages

in a narrative that, although they contain

apparently no reference——even an ambiguous one
to a narr'atee, describe, him in greater or. lesser

.detail,., ' ,Aecordingly.,.'certain parts of a ,narratxve

may be presented in.,the form of guestions or

pseudo—questions.

Sometimes these questions

originate neither with a character nor with the
narrator who merely repeats them-

These questions

must then be attributed to the narratse and we

should note what excites his curiosity, the kinds

problems he would like to resolve,

{Prince 13-14}

Any comprehensive study Of the persona in .a given work
should include commentary about the persona's complementary

position:

the. narrate.e-

Without such consideration, an

entire element of analysis is missing-

According to Gerald

Prince, the narratee is a fictioual entity (to wnom the
narrator-—persona——speaks directly in the work).

By

using Prince's- "Introduction to the Study of the Harratee"
to define narratee characteris.tics, a rhetorical and
stylistic analyst can see how Amis uses the narratee as a
device to develop personae in both his fictive and hxs non
.fictive prose.

. The narratee is not the listener or reader. ■ Instead,
6

tlie narratee is a separate entity created by the author as a
foil for the work.

The narratee should not be confused with

the "virtual, ideal, or real reader" of the narrative.
Prince defines the "virtual Reader" as one who is g'xven

certain qualities by the persona (depending on the

particular viewpoint the author holds' about society-—-either
in general or, specifically),■ the'■ "real reader"; as the'public
the "writer does not deserve", and■the "ideal reader"

as one who "understands perfectly and agrees with the
persona in every respect" (9).
Prince first establishes the narratee's identity by

defining the qualities of the "zero-degree" narratee, who
knows the language of the persona, knows denotations (but
not connotations), knows perfect grammar, can detect
semantic and "syntactic ambiguities," can grasp

"presuppositions and consequences" (as used in modern

logic), has "sure—memory" about which he has been informed
and the consequences that can be drawn from them, can "only
follow a narrative in a well defined and concrete way," is

"without personality or social charaeteristics" (not good or
bad, has no opinion, is neutral), knows only those facts
about the characters and events in the narration as stated

by, the .persona, and is not ■ familiar with other texts and
allusions (9-11).

Because the zero-degree narratee has no

original ideas, the writer is able to establish a tone for

the narrative by creating a specific narratee that will

react in a predictable manner.

Once the zero-degree narratee is established, the

writer can begin to add other qualities that change the

zero-degree narratee ■ into a specific narratee.

A.classic

example of this technique is found in Conrad's Heart of

Darkless—-providing a visible narratee in the opening
paragraphs of the narrative as the persona. Marlow,
introduces his companions on the "Mellie, a cruising jax-rl"
{7).

The companions become the narratee to whom Marlpw

relates his tale about .the "darkness", of Africa; they all

share a common sociological, experience by which they may

decipher the narrative, since they are all part of Victorian
English culture.

Therefore, Marlow, the persona,

establishes a specific narratee: his companions on the yawl.

Although Marlow's companions find his tale disturbing, they
understand colonialism and European elitism. Therefore,

obvious sociological facets need not be mentioned to be
understood.

Specific narratees have the same basic qualities as the

zero-degree narratees but with some obvious distinctions:
specific narratees develop deviations because the narratee
is being manipulated by the persona.

Prince states:

it should be possible to describe each one of
them as a function of the .same categories and

according to the same models.

It is necessary to

identify at least some.of these characteristxcs as
• -8

well as some of the ways in which they vary and
combine with each other.

{10}

However, readers sometimes find difficulty in trying to
establish categories.

Less confusion exists if the reader

adopts the deconstructionist idea that only four "discrete
entities" (reader, method, text, interpretation) need be ;'
considered and then combined into one single interpretatxon

because reading is a "process of application":

Now, the significance of the post-structuralist
model is that it collapses all four of these
entities into a simultaneity, into a single,

■

continous act of interpretation so that, instead
of four discrete items in a row—-subject [reader],

method, object [text], interpretation—all are a

part pf a single evolving field of discourse.
(Tompkins 733)

Therefore, the "real reader" is able to synthesize the

information into a personal and individual interpretation of
information presented by the persona■and a„ .clear

understanding of the relationship between the persona and
the narratee emerges.

"Philip Roth: No Satisfaction" is a sarcastic critique
of Roth's writing and the "Jewishness" that is evident in
his novels.

The writing style Amis uses in this essay is a

clear example of Mew Journalism.

His first person non

objective narrator speaks directly to the specific narratee:
9^'V'

Roth.'s women.

There are three kxnds of them, too,

and each novel in the trilogy gives emphasxs to a

different type (I think we had better call it the

"My Life" trilogy-

But stay, gentile reader: ^

mere Jewishness is seen as ever less central to 

the Roth predicament, and is given only Incidental
treatment here).

(Moironi_c_X

42)

Obvious clues.a writer uses to define the narratee are

asides.

In this passage. Amis is identifing the narratee as

non-Jewish.

He is clearly showing that the narratee should

not worry■about "Jewishness" but should pay attention to the

genuine problems that need resolving.

Amis is also tellxng

the narratee to be aware that Roth stereotypes women into

three categories (and those categorxes are created by Roth's
own experiences).

Prince defines the signals a writer uses to distinguish

the narratee as "statements in which the narrator designates

the narratee by such words as 'reader' or 'listener' and by

such expressions as,, 'my dear' or 'my friend' " (13).

Of ten,

New Journalists write in the second person to grab the. "
reader's attention (virtual, ideal, or real}- . .However, many

times the writer also uses the second person to xdentify the
narratee. ' And the narratee can even be referred to as an
indefinite second person:

Now what? ' Will the vision re-expand, as it seems

to yearn to do, or will it squirm deeper, into the
10' "

.tunnel of the self?

Is Roth's subject the

situation of the American writer {something that

could do with a little analysis)?

Or is Roth's

subject identical to—entirely contiguous with
his life as a man?
*

*

*

■

■

(Moronic Inferno 45)

Is Amis talking to the reader, or is he talking to the
narrates?

I,submit that Amis is addressing a specific

narratee while he further defines Roth's writing-

In the

foregoing passage. Amis is speaking to an indefinite second

person {the former zero degree narratee, who is developing
into a specific narrates).

■

Amis prejudices the narratee further;

the narratee is

told that either Roth is too involved with himself (this is

.possibly an inherent condition of American writers-—and that

this preoccupation with self is solipsistic, narcissistic,
neurotic, and culturally inferior), or that Roth is simply

writing about his own life experience (implying that
American lifestyles are bizarre■if this' is-the case and

demonstrating to the specific narratee that American writers
may all belike Roth.
Now that Amis has prejudiced the zero-degree

narratee and created a specific' narratee in this short

essay, he puts the narratee to work by using another ploy—
a hiatus.

This"punctuation device serves to indicate the
' ■ ii

.

place where Amis has- finished-. creating his .specific narrates
and the place where the. "true" information will begin (45

46)-.. ■ , ,
.

\ :/

Toia. Wolfe'-writes about the de.vxce. of .■ making typography

"look different", when" trying to-grab'the reader's attention:
■

I figured it was' time someone violated what Orwell
. .^called "the.; 'Geneva, '-conventions , of the mind" . . ,

a ..protocol that, had kept journalisia and non
fiction generally (and novels), in such a tedious
bind for so long.

(21)

Amis' , use of the hiatus and assterick line is an example of

the Mew Journalistic technique of making the printed page
look-different..., ' -.■In the case of the Roth .narrative., the

device works ...to .identify the narratee, .

Money: A Suieide Mote is another sarcastic critique of
American life, but this.time the work is, postmodernist

fiction.

.

Amis, creates preconceived ideas about his

characters with'his choice of names. .

in Money is named John Self.

The main character

..By introducing Self,

Amis has already started influencing the zero-degree

.

narratee: .

As I'bathed'my boil, (whew-—my ass was never one of
, the' .world,'.s. great sight.s ' but it-' .s a real clock-

stopper now) : :I ■ ■couldn' t help thinking, of the
Happy Isles: . She-She—she,. did .it. . I have a -'
confession to make.

,

I might as well come clean.
12.

..

I can't fool you.

The truth is I haven't been

behaving as well as I've led jou to believe.

Ho

doubt you suspected that it was all too good to be
true.

{196}

Amis' persona wants the harratee to believe that the persona
is weak and lying when he says:

"I've led you to believe."

The persona also indicates that the narratee actually does
believe these facts when.he says: "Ho doubt you. suspected
that it was all too good to be true."
The real reader understands that Elysium, Eden, and

Arcadia are referring to a heavenly place—something ideal
and free of debauchery.

However, the zero-degree narratee

doesn't understand allusions; therefore, references to

Elysium, Eden, and Arcadia are understood by the narratee to
be nothing more than the sex-palaces Self frequents:

I've gone back to Third Avenue, not to the Happy
Isles but to places like it, to Elysium, to Eden,
to Arcadia—no more than once a day, I swear to

God, and only for handjobs (and on the days when
I'm ill or unusually hungover I don * t go there at

all).

I go to adult movies on Forty-Second Street

instead. (196)

Notice how Amis switches to the second person when he asks
for continuing patience and support from the narratee:

Ah, I'm, sorry.

I didn't dare tell you earlier in

case you stopped liking me, in case I lost your
13

.sympathy altogether—and,I do need it, your

sympathy.

I can't afford to lose that too. (196}

The persona wants the narrates as an ally, even, if the
narrates has a different perception of morality.

And Amis'

choice of words indicates that the narratee doesn't share

the persona's life of debauchery.

Noxv the zero-degree

narratee . is shown to be morally complacent.

The real reader

begins to question his/her own personal viewpoint about
morality.

If the virtual reader is "bsstow[ed] with certain

qualities, faculties, and inclinations according to" the
author's "opinion of men in general (or in particular) and
according to the obligation" ,the author "feels should be

respected," then an examination of Amis' texts can
demonstrate how Amis' opinions create the virtual reader
(Prince 9). In Money, the virtual reader is influenced by

the persona and the narratee in the following ways: the

persona makes non-objective statements about twentiethcentury life, while the narratee provides an alternate

objective position.

The persona in "Philip Roth: No

Satisfaction" is also critical of twentieth-century American

lifestyles and attitudes, and is particularly critical of
Roth's stereotyping of women and of his Jewishness;
therefore, the virtual reader also shares the persona's

viex^point.

By accepting what the persona says as the

absolute truth (because the narratee only knows what the
1 A

persona divulges)

the narrates agrees- with the persona—:,,

thereby intensifjing the opinions expressed■by the .persona
about ..Roth

I.f the rea.l; reader/is. :a "public" Amis :"doesn't
deserve," then the real."reader is that reader who, for. some

reason or another, physically picks up the.work and reads-
gleaning from the text an .interpretation founded, on personal
experiences that, are probably' ■different." than those■ of the
author. (Prince-9),- .

The-, re.al r-ead-er'will be influenced by

.

the persona■'and narratee-: . .the real ..reader ..may .find Amis'
persona either morally reprehensible, or simply ironic and a
Devil's advocate commenting about the failures of
twentieth-century Anglo-American society;

the real reader

may-find Amis' narratee either a person .to whom the persona

is confiding his .innermost feelings, .or the real reader may
identify ...himself or herself .with the narratee.

If the/-"ideal . reader is that person who "would

understand perfectly ;and w'ould- approve- entirely-:"the least of '
his words, the most subtle of his intentions," the ideal:

reader is .able--by.-considering the language ■ and allusions
used by-Amis--to synthesise a new perspective about the•text

(Prince 9) ;.. -

Amis' ideal reader: is well educated—classical

allusions, references to current events and current -people,

contemporary British and ■ American colloquialisms; abound-^and
is influenced by the persona, and narratee.

The .ideal .-re.ader.

makes, value decisions concerning Amis' views about society-—

' ' 15

by evaluating these views within the,framework of the test—
understanding why Amis writes caustically about contemporary

society and completely agreeing with both the view of the

persona and the narratee.

According to Prince, the ideal

reader is too inept to decipher "tests within the test" and

needs the persona and narratee to explain their views (9).
Wolfe, writing about the genre of Mew Journalism,
points out that.
The voice of the narrator was one of the great

problems in non-fiction writing.

Most non-fiction

writers, without knowing it, wrote in a centuryold British tradition in which it was understood

that the narrator shall assume a calm, cultivated

and, in fact, genteel voice. . . - Readers were
bored to tears without understanding why.
{Wolfe 17)

To identify the New Journalistic technique of bringing the
reader into the text of non-fictive writing, Wolfe coins the

phrase "Hectoring Narrator."

The non-fictive hectoring

narrator is not subtle like the standard (often dull and

impersonal) narrator.

The hectoring narrator makes bizarre

observations that grab the reader's attention^—often stating
these observations in obscene terms—and often uses the

sscoixd person to involve the reader personally (16-17).
Amis' non-fictive prose demonstrates how he is indeed

creating New Journalism style personae who make bizarre
:

16

observations—mostlj.in obscene terms—-and Amxs regularly
creates specific narratees•(allowing bis.personae to ,

involve tbe reader personally by identifyxng with the
narratees).

Philip Stevick discusses postmodern fiction in his
essay "Literature":

No.-one . really ■ doubts' the continuing capacity of
prose, fiction to project human, images of
substance, with a full complement of wishes and

:fears, impulses and constraints,- living in a world
not very different from what we take to .be our
own, intended to be emblematic of the human
condition ■'at the present time.

'

The theory ' of

postmodernism, is full :of ..hyperbolic dismissals of
possibilities of "character." . - . Yet it would
be a strange reader'who was not, sooner or later,

- moved and persuaded by one of the human images in
the decidedly postmodernist fi.ction. . .
(Stevick 140)

Although Stevick is not directly speaking about persona or

narrates, a parallel can be made between his observations

about postmodernism in general .and the persona/narratee
relationships Amis develops to actively involve the reader.
In both his fictive and non-fictive writing. Amis

creates personae and narratees who argue with modern

society's -failure ■ to correct the general state, of chaos in
17

the world.

itmis' personae, in his fictive writxng, talk to

the narrates in a very personal fashion

just as the

personae in his non-fictive writing direct ideas to, and
identify personally with, the narrates.

Amis uses exactly the same writing technique in

creating distinctly sarcastic personae and distinctly

sympathetic narratees in both his fictxva ana non—ficrxve
narratives-

Amis's personae are ironic, foul-mouthed,

and aware of societal flaws;

his narrarses are

compassionate towards the personae, members of the status-

Quo, and also—^because of the personae—aware of socxetal
flaws

18

III.

Postmodernism

At worst, postmodernism appears to be a

mysterious, if ubiquitous, ingredient—like

■rxaspberry ,:vineg^rv.:v^ich:^;^

"turns, '^any^;

recipe into nouvelle cuisine.

(Hassan 508)

Interviewed by Publisher's Weekly reporter Amanda
Smith, Amis discusses his ideas about narrative personae;

Smith asks why he included a character named Martin Amis in
his novel Money, and Amis replies:

I think people might say t&at Iput myself in that
book so that no one would confuse me with the

narrator, but that's not really why.

I suppose

its official label is post-modernism, but I hope
that this makes it clear that actually this is an
artifice and not a chunk of real life.

It's also

that, in Money, the narrator is being buked by

everyone, and he doesn't know it because he has no
sort of cultural references.

He's in free fall.

And of course the person who's duping and

buggering him about the most is the author. (79)
This statement suggests that Amis is creating a persona
as narrator who is not Amis himself.

Every persona Amis

creates is a unique personality; Amis' work is witty,
vibrant, and succinct.

His concern for the ambiguities

prevalent in contemporary spciety screams for the reader
19

to take notice.

One significant device by which Amis

manipulates his narrative personae to express his own social
commentary, in a manner that demands response from the

audience, is manipulating the narrative's point of view.
He changes from first-person to second-person to third-

person points of view on an irregular basis—which keeps the
reader alert.

Amis Uses all of the standard themes commonly

found in postmodern fiction as outlined by Ihab Hassan:

indeterminancy, fragmentation, decanonization, self
less-ness, depth-less-ness, the unpresentable, the

unrepresentable, irony, hybridization, carniyalization,
performahce, participation, and immanence (504-08).

Amis

also plays with duality and time lapses to enhance his
fictive work.

The easiest way to understand how Amis

develops his narrative personae is to examine his use of

postmodern fictive elements individually.
Indeterminancies are those "ainbiguities, ruptures, and

displacements affecting knowledge and sbciety'* (504) that
include Amis* constant use of duality and time lapses.

Miller discusses postmodernist emphasis on duality (in

general) and ihais' use of the device (in particular) in his
book Doubles: Studies in Literary History, where he comments

that "allusion and parody . . v compounded by affinity" are
a dimension of the duality Amis creates in his writing:
Like Bellow, Amis likes to write about change,

metamprphosis, what he calls "turnaround".
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^

The

problems raised by his novel [Money] aire problems
familiar to the reader of the literature of its
affinities, which has witnessed a turnaround from
the condition of the novel to the condition of the

poem, and a new kind of subordination to the

author of the other people he creates.

(414-15)

In his preoccupation with multiplicity, Amis managed to

create many ways to demonstrate how its principles work in
real life^

in Money, John Self is attracted to two women

who are opposites:

Martina iWain (Martini to

twin?)

encourages Self to improve himself, while Se1ena is the
siren he sleeps with and dreams "hasty dreams" about.

In

Success, Terry and <3regory share dual roles--crOssing back

and forth hetween protagonist and antagohisit>

This passage

demonstrates the indeterminancies Amis addresses in his

fictive writing by describing the multiplicity of late

twentieth-century life.

In Money, John Self (persona)

speaks to the narrates:
You can doublepark on people: people can

doublepark on you.
are halving.
into sixteen.

Cars are doubling while houses

Houses divide, into two, into four,
If a landlord or developer comes

across a decent-sized room he thrns it into a

labyrinth, a Chinese puzzle.

The bell-button

grills in the flakey porches look like the
dashboards of ancient spaceships^

Rooms diyide.

rooms multiply.

tripl^parked.
sijlitting.

Houses split--houses are

People are doubling also, dividing,

In double trouble we split our losses.

No wonder we're bpund^^^

(64)

Irony used in postmpdernism is a play or interplay with
words in tbe manner of the decpnstrUctionists, with an

emphasis on a "radical yision of multiplicity, randomness,
contingency, and even absurdity" ;(Hassan 506). ^
foregoing passage from Money illuetrates exactly the

postmodernist passion for playing with words.Amis indeed
creates a "radical vision" succinctly with ekcessive

use of ^ words:such'■as-: double, doublepark, doubling, halving,
divide, multiply, split, splitting, .and tripleparked
That excessive wordiness becomes succiiict provides an

excellent example of postmoderhist irony.

Hassan asserts that the postmodernist only seenis to
trust fragments.

Th®nsfore, in postmodern writing the

author prefers "montage, collage, the found or cnt-up

literary object" and prefers Vmetonymnpver metaphor,
schizophrenia over paranQia./"

Amis' writing is full of many

stylistic devices mentioned by Hassan as essential tools of

the postmodernist: paradox, paracriticism, false reasoning,
and "the openness of brokenness" (505).

An example of postmodernist paradox is fouhd in Kurt
VOnnegiit' s Hreakfast Of Champions, where, after; his- .narrator.

Phiiboyd Studge informs the character KilgOre Trout that

he is only a fictional creation, Studge gives Trout his
freedom: "I am going to set at liberty all the literary
characters who have served me so loyally during my writing

career. . . Arise, Mr. Trout, you are free you are free"
(301).

Vonnegut the writer has created a story with a

writer who is the narrator (persona) who is writing about a
writer.

"The paradox, of course, is that by setting him

free, Vonnegut reveals his unfreedom" (McHale 214}.

Amis has a very similar situation in his work Money;
John Self complains to character Martin Amis about his

miserable existence and Amis answers: "Easy. . . . Dry your
eyes old son.

Treats are in store.

turn out right in the end" (253).

You'll see. It'll all

Self has no freedom at

all because he is being manipulated by the author.
Decanonization is summarized by Hassan as applying to
"all canons and all conventions of authority" (505).

writing is full of decanonization.

Amis'

Probably the best

example is found in Success, where he blasphemes every

convention, person, thing, or thought with the word "fuck"—

which he manages to use fifty times in eighteen lines as a
verb—-and then ends his paragraph with the statement: "I
want to scream, much of the time, or quiver like a damaged

animal.

(52).

I sit about the place here fizzing with rabies"

Amis' hero (persona), Terry Service, in Success is

constantly ground up by the system and he is tired of
working within society's rules because he concludes that all
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rules are hypocritical and aren't effective.

The reader is

very sympathetic to the persona because this particular
passage is emphasized by a hiatus prior to the passage and
another hiatus immediately following.

In addition, the

passage begins by directly addressing the narratee: "You'll
have to excuse me for a moment" (52).

Since the specific

narratee understands only those issues and opinions the

persona presents directly to the narratee, the narratee
believes that decanonization is appropriate.

The real

reader (who is a third party to the narrative) tends to

develop a heightened sense of the persona's frustration with
society and begins to re-examine his or her own conception
of canon.

Self-less-ness and depth-less-ness are defined by
Hassan when he states, "Postmodernism vacates the

traditional self, simulating self-effacement—a fake

flatness, without inside/outside—or its opposite, self-

multiplication, self-reflection" (505).
Amis considers Bellow the king of American self-

reflection and emulates many of his stylistics.

In The

Moronic Inferno, Amis says:

:■ ,; ■ ■■>/v- /.c'

>-''^^iV'--^-::'-vThe;^vpirese:ht

iiiescapablY'"6he;;^pf f''hi^hPr' :autpbiographyv:": v!.
intensely self-inspecting.

-^bheVspittles

The phase began with

.Confesslohaiism .•bxit:;'has;;: steadied' ■ ■ ■

-^r'^and^ persdstedi:;';.;^:-::5\-:-^ s^^With; 'ail:'■;sprts;,;of
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awkwardnesses and rough edges and extraprdinany

expansions, supremely well^equipped, erudite and
humorous. Bellow has made his own experience

resonate more memorably than any living writer.
(200)

Bellow shows this intense self-inspection in his novel
The Adventures of Augie March.

The narrator speaks about

his life growing up in a Jewish ghetto in Ohio by creating
memorable images.

work.

Amis uses memorable images in all of his

Amis' wtiting:is f^

language when

expressing the innermost thoughts of his personae.

The unpresentabie and the unrepresentable are flaunted
widely by Amis.

Money's narrator John Self is a totally

unpresentable and unrepresentable character. Traveiihg back
and forth aotoss the Atlantic in search of mpney. Self

becomes involved in every smutty game he can find to sate
his desire for instant gratification.

Self describes his

lifestyle:

I doubie^acke<^^^

the. faggot district,

Christopher Street.

I skirted the dike district

too—or at any rate two big chicks denied me

entry to their purple sanctum.

Then I found a

place headlined as a singles' bar, and no one

tried to keep me Put . . .Now I'd read about these
Scum. . . -the joints were popping
with air-hpstesses, models and career women:

five

minutes, a couples of lite Ijeeirs, and you'd be in a
hotel room or service flat with some little

darling doing the splits on your face, (114)
In this partial paragraph. Amis has jQanaged^^ to come up with
more

subjects than other writers introduce iu an

entire book.

The reader becomes numb to the lechery,

violence, and bverail decadence, thereby proving Amis' point
that life in the late Twentieth Century is based upon greed
and lust and porn--gGne is the pastoral beauty of

Carnivalitation is a term borrowed from Bakhtin that,
at one time, combines the elemehts of all postmodern

thinking (Hassan 507).

Amis says the fdllowiug^a^

his

writing and the ereation of the persona for his narrator
.■ John'.'Self:-;

The writer's job is to inake sense of the new

deformities in life—like television/ like money»
tSaul] Bellow has said that there are various
human evils.

I think the examples he gave are ;

and mohey; they suryive identificatibn as
evils and just go on happily thriving.

Bomeone

said thbt Jny uew book [Money] is a very dirty
book, and my reply is that money is a very ditty

;.V';.^subject-

It''s,, .interes..ting, you know,"tbe:'way.-

■

money is always eonnected with excrement in myth,
like the jewel found in the compost heap.

Without'.uulture,./money.looms
:
.large:.^because;dt:'f:

is tbe only substianeev

My:i)bor narr^^

a money world: the world of culture is there as a

sort Of taunting presence in his life, and he
wants it but he ddesn't.know^ h^^

all hie ^

are being blunted by living in

the money world. (Smith 79)

Hassan contehds t^^^

because postmodernism is full of

holes and ambiguities, participation is required by the
reader to.sort out and make sense of reality^

isn * t words~wprds c^

Since reality

only explaip; reality without touching

it—Hassan suggests that performance and participation are

those /acts V that actually Vdefine::-'t'eality

. He'/also, indicates'

that postmodernism "may also veer toward solipsism" or
"lapse into harcissi'sm" (507).
Amis' book The Rachael Papers contains many;examples

of both solipsism and narcissism.

Charl^

Highway (persona)

has a difficult time making the transition from being a
teenager to becoming an adult:
I wonder.

body?

Transferred disgust of my own

No; too boring.

Dislike of women? Hardly,

/because I think male oldsters look just as
dreadful, if less divertingly so.

Sound distrust

of personal vanity plus literary relish of

physical grotesgueries.

Could be . . .Sheer

■■/rhetoric?■• ■ ■ ■■Yes'. . X91)
Immanence in postropdernism refers "without religious
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echo, to the growing capacity of the mind to generalize
itself through S3?mbols" and suggests that language can
reconstitute the universe (Hassan 508).

Amis realizes that

reality is what is important and that words are not reality,
but only a way to describe it.

Therefore, like other

postmodern fiction writers. Amis plays with language to make
his points.

His fictive writing is "high style."

Hybridization, as defined by Hassan, is the "mutant
replication of genres" that is the vehicle for development
of a cross-breeding between postmodernism and New
Journalism, the non-fiction novel, and a "promiscuous

category of paraliterature or threshold literature."

Hassan

further states that.

This makes' for a different concept of tradition,
one in which continuity, discontinuity, high and
low culture, mingle not to imitate but to expand

the past in the present . . . a dialectic of
equitemporality, a new relation between historical

elements, without any suppression of the past in
favor of the present. (506-07)

Specifically, postmodernism is the twentieth-century
writer's vehicle for expressing disdain about the breakdown

of ■sbciety;:/' selfishness-,' ■ ■axt!WsS:iye^gfeed>-;;perSphal
corporate and governmental hypocrisy, lack of compassion,
addiction to booze and drugs and pornography, and obsession

:;wi.th-;war/vmadhinery :\dapablas-'^^'eh<iihg\;=life;-:dh;r
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Amis manages to discnss most, if not all, of these themes in
each of his fictional works.

Amis' Juasterful use of the

persona and narratee make the reader a third party

participant in the stories.

And he develops a rapport with

his readers, gaining their agreement with his point of view
by creating personae and narratees who expose twentiethcentury society's failure to become involved in a process of
remedying these societal problems.
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IV. New Journalism

By locating The New Journalism within the formal
categories of culture and defin^^^

it in relation

to jodsrnalism as a specific cultural mode, the
troublesome relationship between "facts" and

"fictions" in popular representatiCns can be made
more explicit.

(Eason 142)

/ :Tom-':Wblf:©-/ ^discussing:;bhe:-genre- ■9'f;-New^';Journalism,

asserts- thatv;ohe''bt' 'the:;'main;;;factts;;that'mUk
so vibrant is the lack of canon.

:;vWriting; 

Because canon does not

exist within the medium, writers experiment with many

devices previously used exclusively by fiction writers.

In

describing how the genre developed after World War XI, Wolfe

cites techniques pioneered by various authors in deyeloping
a new way to write expositoty prose including: how writers
become factors in the stories, point-of-view variatiOp,

short story formats, dialogue, parallel narratives, status
detaiis, absurd repetition^ unorthodox punctuation and
spelling, and the presentation of realism through
descriptive sketches.

The magazine interview became the mother of the genre

as authors jumped in and actUally became factors in tlieir

interviews.

While discussing Joe Eszterhas' writing, Uolfe

comments:

Eszterhas winds up by doing something that, I
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think, demonstrates the flexibility of the New

Journalism.

He suddenly introduces himself, the

: '/..reporter,/as;'-.®' ■character ./V' He-'.tells;. .hbw.-:he ■.came'"tO/
town, how he dressed up one way to talk to the

;'towh's^.:;mor.ev.:solidv-bur0hers:;;and,another way to . ■ ;■ ':

■"■ ''talk to■■ the..-{fr'eaks. ■ ^ --'In;' 'other '■words', . ■ he "'suddenly, .■ "
at the very ehdi decides to tell you how he put

■ ■' ; ■ ■ 'the ^st.ory 'together-./'' • Far'^ '■■fr.om^. being like': 'On ■ ' ■ ■
epilogue or anticlimax, however, the device leads
to a denouement of considerable power. (127)

Another important device used by New Journalists is

variation on point of view.

A fine example of variation is

found in Amis' biographical vignette written about novelist
William Burroughs where he says: "He does not ahswer to any

of the gods we answer to:

he sits up late at night,

listening for the knock of The SemioloQic Police" (MOronic
Inferno 145).

sentence.

Notice the use of the word "we" in the

Wh:o is "we"?

Amis is, of course, drawing the

harratee into the story and altering the point of view.
Gay Talese was one of the first journalists to
experiment with the short story format.

As a fan of John

O'Hara and Irwin Shaw, Talese wanted to incorporate those

writers' techniques into his nonfiction.

He abandoned the

traditional, historical narrative style and, instead,

developed his stories through a series of scenes. The

following Amis quotation from his essay "Gay Talese: SexSi

Affirmative" shows how Amis has adapted this device for
his own New Journalism.

The scen^ is set:

The research might have been fun, but the writing
was a waste of time [for Thy Neighbor's Wife].

As Mr. Talese naively snoops from porno film-set
to massage parlour, from obscenity trial to the

offices of Screw magazine, as he talks to
"ordinary" troilists, wife-swappers and haggard
masturbators, it slowly becomes clear that he

has nothing of any interest to say on his chosen
subject.

Mr. Talese calls this clueless style

"non-judgmental"-—and he isn't kidding.

Out goes

judgment, and in comes jargon, stock-response and
htimourlessness through the same door. . . . Non-

Judgmental Tales®, however, doesn't "use" this
style: it uses him.

(Moronic Inferno 184-85)

In few words Amis has created a picture of the usual

twentieth-century debauchery he so ferverently likes to
expose.

In addition, he comments on those items he feels

are important in effective writing by giving their opposite:
lack of judgment, jargon, stock-response, and humorlessness.

Truman Capote developed the idea of parallel narratives
in non-fiction.

In addition, his work is overly concerned

with status details.

His best seller In Cold Blood is

the true story of a Garden City, Kansas, family who were

:sehselessiy,;mur<iered;.'■■■:>'Gap©te';spent. ' eik^'.'3rears-rin"-r this':'dreety
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small towp, working on the details for the book.

In the

end, he writes parallel stories about the murdered wealthy
farm family and about the two convicts who murder them.
Capote called this work his "non-fiction novel."

In Cold

Blood provides excellent examples of status details.

Amis

comments about Capote's thinking:

Capote became convinc

that an unnoticed art form

layflCpncealed within the conventions of
journalism: the idea was that a true story could

be told, faithfully, but so arranged as to suggest

the amplitude of poetic fiction. (Moronic Inferno
35)

Amis uses many of the same devices found in Capote's work.
In his novel. Success-, Amis tells two very involved parallel

stories about a rich kid and his adopted brother, stressing

status details,

in his essay "Truman Capote: Knowing

Everybody" Amis stresses status details when speaking about
Capote: "There is still something of the erudite hillbilly

about him, and this perhaps explains how his obsession with
the beau monde co-exists so peacefully with an interest in
the underworld of murder and madness."

Amis ends his

paragraph with the statement: "He gives new scope to the
cliche' of 'knowing everyone'" (MoronicInferno 34).
Norman Mailer is master of autobiographical
New Journalism.

His best seller The Armies of the Night

carries the sub-title History as a Novel: The Novel as

History.

Like Capote, Mailer deliberately imitates the
,
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novel in his account about the inarch on the Pentagon in
1967.

He was a participant in the event.

Therefore, his

own passions and personal knowledge add greatly to the power
of this narrative.

Amis uses some of the same tactics in his book

Einstein's Monsters as Mailer uses in Armies of the Night.

Einstein's Monsters contains a carefully researched and

highly charged autobiographical essay about nuclear war, and
also contains five short stories about what might happen if

':-such/devastatipn';realiy,:dfd:pcGur>

-book, /iAmisvhas;^;':;

actually combined nonfiction and fiction into one powerful
work that makes an effective case for world peace.

Obviously, Amis- has carefully studied the style of Joail
Didion^

He admires her self-revealing, reflective essays:

"Style is character." Or, as Miss Didion puts it:
Style is character.

If style were character,

everyone would write as self-revealingly as Miss

Didion.

Not everyone does.

Miss Didion's style

relishes emphasis, repetition, re-emphasis.

Her

style looks like starting and finishing successive
sentences with identical phrases.

(Moronic

Inferno 165)
Elements of Didion's favorite devices can be found in both
Amis' fictive and hon-fictive work.

Amis uses the device of

: emphasis;;and;^.vrepetitipn-;-.ih^'Eihstein^'sivMOnjstefs:-"Differeinces
■/.ih age.;/areh';t 'easy. -:Dif ferences'' P'-f-V-.jst
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easy.

Friehdship isn't easy" (45).
Narrative techniques should not be considered the

guatded private property of either New Journalism or'fictioh

because they can be Used effectively iii mapy situatiohs to
describe accurately the action occuring in both genres;

they cpn be used to explain culture to society as it exists.
David Eason states:

A culture can be defined as the totaiity of
symbolic forms, which a society makes available

for understanding experience.

Cultural forms such

as science, religion, history and journalism
organize experience by providing a particular
perspective or "frame" for seeing and knowing the

^';;;world;i':-^

by;establiehihg-';-conyehtionS;-.and;

standards of expectation for communicating
knowledge.

(143)

"Cultural forms function like languages."

Unlike its cousin

traditional journalism. New Journalism prefers symbol over
sign (metaphor over metonymy).

Eason states: "New

Journalism calls attention to itself as symbolic
construction, similar to but distinct from the events it

signifies" (145).

Since the standard cultural forms of

sciende; religiohv histofy> and journaiism are part pf
status quo and because Amis feels these forms are falling
apart and no longer effective. Amis sets himself outside the

limits-' of;'their; boundaries-;,and;effectively;.-;ostablishes; hini-,''
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own set of rules to raise society's awareness level.

His

tactic is to influence bis real reader by presenting an

accessible persona and an accessible narratee.

A very distinct difference between traditional

journalism and Hew Journalism is that the traditionalist
does not discuss his/her personal relationship to the event,
but,instead tries to appear objective, while the Hew
Jotirnalist involves himself/herself directly in the event

and feels no compunction about reporting subjectively-

Amis' essay "The Case of Glaus von Bulow" provides an
excellent example of how Amis forges ahead subjectively—

giving his personal reflections through his persona directly
to the narratee about von Bulow's character:

'Glaus Bulow—born Glaus Borberg and yet to invent
the "von"—was a middle-class Danish adventurer.

His father was practically the only Dane to be

prosecuted for collaboration with the Nazis.
That'll give you some idea.

As far back as his

London days Glaus was always shady.

He stood bail

for Stephen Ward during the Profumo scandal.

He

hung around with Lord Lucan—now there's another
man who bungled the murder of his wife.

(Moronic

Inferno 23)

The line "That'll give you some idea" directly prejudices
the narratee.

In this passage, ^is is using his normally

■sarcastic tone to establish his disdain for von Bulow.

He ;

indicates tliat von Bulos? is guilty by comparing hijn to
:another^;wife':/murderer:i;;-■;;'^:;;;^^:■;v^;X^^^^^^ .
The following passage by Easoii. inight have been

expressly'-written.- abo'ut--Amis:
Whereas routine journalism tries to reduce the
distance between report and referent in order to

make the report appear transparent. New Journalism
points reflexively to its own mode of production.

::r-v/;

■ VAs ■ the'i'a.ttention to " technique/' attests ,--: New '
Journalisla calls attention to itself as both a

report of an actual situation and as a mode of
discourse which exists in relation to other modes

such as classical noyel and routine journalism.

(147)/

■.

^'

Amis ciearly bas "established a mode of discourse" involving
his persona, ,hisnarratee, and his real reader.

NO

transparency is available fpr the audience to d®termine if
some major factors may be missing from the account Amis

produces about the poisoning Of Martha "Sunny" von Bulow.

Reporters.^in search nf a-WSy^'fo-cteate/lhterestihg'
and clever nonfiction have created a new art form without

the artificially imposed rules of jninotuation, polnt-of

yiew, chronological n^^^ration, and diaiogue traditionally
assigned to the essay.

Martin Amis' nonfiction work is

certainly part of the relatively new and growing genre Of
/New Jdurnalism.
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V. The Postmodernist/New Journalist Overlap

As to journalism, we may as well grant right away
that there is no such thing as absolute

objectivity.

It is impossible to present in

words "the truth" or "the whole story."

The

, of^srs";hih<|.':'huhdred-- nihety-nine
out of one thousand facts, the worm of bias has

begun to wriggle.

particular.

The vision of each witness is

Tolstoy pointed out that immediately

after a battle there are as many remembered

versions of it as there have been participants.
(Hersey 289-90)

In"his book-..StyleAs
■
•'Argument,;'Chris vAhder^bn . cc3mment

about the devices used by Wolfe, Capote, Mailer, and Didion
that create the overlap between postmodernist fiction and
New Journalism.

Interestingly, Amis is also fascinated by

these same authors and their stylistics.

In addition. Amis

is intrigued by the work of postmodern fiction writers Saul
Bellow and Kurt Vonnegut and dissects their styles himself

an his,.■bo.dk.'''rhe^ 'Mor'pnid'-rdhferhp.^'f^'- • 'Antis' . :own:' unique^- ;,writing.

::deiiK>nstrates,::-nVkeehSundersthndihgj-pi-vthes.e:;'h^^
,'hi's'V.adaptat,xdh;v-ofthem"ihtd'' both"his-,;bddbdbn:'' "ahd:-.hdhfictipn,.
Jphh'"-'Hers'ey:believes.,;thht^^^feW:.'Jourhalihbh^ha^e.■'gone'...

■overboard;"in' their ^.;pursuit pf ■ . the..'ultimath'h^^^J^'^^toh

/

. novel ,:■■■'■: and:■..'Ihab::. . Hass.ah '.believes .that' th.e,.' pos'tmodOrnist'.;.;nbh-t..
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fiction novel is an ingrained part of our culture. Tom Wolfe

explains carefully how New Journalists and late twentiethcentury novelists overlap in the techniques they use.

By

closely examining the stylistic devices Amis employs to
develop both his fictive and non-fictive prose—against the
backdrop of Hersey, Hassan, Anderson, Prince, and Wolfe's
commentaries—one is able to notice an obvious overlapping

between the characteristics of Amis' personae and of his

narratees in both his journalistic adventures and his wild
fiction.

Amis' writing becomes a perfect bridge between

fiction and nonfiction.

Hersey asserts, "I have always believed that the

devices of fiction could serve journalism well and might
even help it to aspire now and then to the level of art."

However, Hersey adamantly denounces the trend of merging
journalism and fiction;
But I have tried to honor the distinction between
the two forms. To claim that a work is both

fiction and journalism, or to assert, as Doctorow

recently did, that "there is no longer any such

thing as fiction or nonfiction; there is only
narrative"—these are, in my view, serious crimes
against the public. (289)

If Hersey's views are accepted as those of the antagonist in
the ongoing debate between scholars and critics about the
validity of overlapping the stylistics used to create
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contemporary fiction and nonfiction, then Amis can be
accepted as the protagonist who carefully studies and
skillfully incorporates every fictional stylistic device
available into his nonfiction.

:;Scene.-by-^;Scene'/'G

.dialogue-, point-o.f'-.vie^, ^

and status details are the major stylistic devices New

■. JOut'nali'sts^^botrbwr-y'frd^^
audiences.

::captivate-.'-their

In addition. New Journalists play with language

and punctuation in new and exciting ways.

The Ms. Grundys

of the world probably recoil in horror when they pick up the
work of Wolfe or Mailer or Capote or Didion or Amis because

these writers simply refuse to follow traditional rules•

.^.fidfion.writers"Use;-:cxactly 'the.Same;/
techniques as the New Journalists.

They are also on many

hit-lists for their deviation from traditional fiction

models—they play with time in scene-by-scene construction
play with duality, play with point-of-view, paly with
language, and play with the reader by use of the narratee.

Amis traveled to Chicago on several different occasions
to meet Bellow, with the idea of finding out what made him,

.as;''|uBis';-'SaySi:/.^U----qi^eabv^AmeriqaU

':thihk^ 'thaf

;/^^Amls^ - comments

-sens®,--;he/..is-jthe- ^wtiter - -that" the Twentieth

Century has been waiting for" (Moronic Inferno 200).

is'; -intri'guedby-\,Bellew:Vs \;abiii'tie,s:\^-of;^

Amis

into-yhis --own.;--

psyche, analyzing his own feelings, and making sense out of

liohsense:..' -' ' .He, ...contehds, \that ;Behlpw,- ..wri.t-es■;in,.;"High ;S:tyl'e,
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■

Northrop Frye says; "Genuine high style is ordinary style,
or even low style, in an exceptional situation which gives

it exceptional authority" (45).

Proof that Amis strives for

"High Style" is evidenced in all of his writing (both
fictive and nonfictive).

Amis interviewed Kurt Vonnegut for an Observer article
in 1983, and

Amis' obvious admiration for Vonnegut's

stylistics is apparent throughout the article.

He quotes

Vonnegut as saying that, as a writer, he is "a trafficker
in climaxes and thrills and characterisation and wonderful

dialogue and suspense and confrontations" (Moronic Inferno
137).

Stylistic techniques used by Vonnegut in his

postmodernist novel Breakfast of Champions are found in
Amis' work.

One excellent example of similarity is when

Vonnegut puts his narrative persona (author Philboyd Studge)
into the position of actually meeting character Kilgore
Trout.

Vonnegut tells Trout:

"Mr. Trout," I said, "I am a novelist, and I

created you for use in my books."

"I'm your Creator," X said.

"You're in the

middle of a book right now—close to the end of
it, actually." (299)

In Money, John Self meets with Martin Amis regularly:
I was just sitting there, not stirring, not even

breathing, like the pub's pet reptile, when who

should sit down opposite me but that guy Martin
.41

Amis, the writer.

(85)

The meeting between author and persona has the effect of

drawing the reader into the narrative in a very personal

way. Vonnegut is using the same device New Journalists use

:whieri^;;tIi<ey:;becGnte^:. a;-:charhgter:-"iu;;|th

Amis;=:-';v;^^;;^;;':

comments on his own presence in—and the reasoning behind—
involving himself in the narrative:
[Amis] is there as a foil to the main character.

The main character, the narrator [persona], has no
cultural sustenance whatever in his life, and

that's why he's in the predicament and the bad
state he's in.

Partly to taunt the narrator,

I drew myself as someone who buckles down to a
little roster of hard work and cultural sustenance

every day.

(Smith 79)

The idea of the author becoming a character is not limited
to postmodernist fiction; New Journalists also use this
device.

Notable examples of this technique are found

in the writings of Rex Reed ("Do You Sleep in the Nude?"),
Michael Herr ("Khesanh"), and Joe Eszterhas ("Charlie

Simpson's Apocalypse").

Tom Wolfe relies on language to develop his scene-by

scene reconstruction.

;;ih;^:-teinging^

Anderson says: "He seems to delight

■; the'^srhetoirica:!-'.'cpossibiiati

■ wOrds^'", ^ ;■ (

Anderson uses examples of Wolfe's pushing the "outside of
the envelope of language"

(9) as he quotes Wolfe's setting
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'{

the scene in Las Vegas (The Kandy-Eolored Tangerine^Flake
Streamline BabV);

.

\^

. "ineyitable buttocks decolietage" of the

"ack-ack" girls in their "incarnadine stretch

pants," soaring, swiveling;, oscillatihg neon

signs.

Las Vegas has "succeeded in wiring ah

entire city with this eiectronic stimulation 3ay ;
and night, out in the piddle of the desert-"

(10)

Amis^'nsesAithe'wsapev'teChiiique:;- in peintinff^ S"-::Picturev of:'Palm; ■
■Beach'iv'-';";'-':/ ' -

o ■■ ' -

'v"'':-;; ■ V-''' '

The only xoad-accidents in Palm Beach take place
between pedestrians^
happening a mile off.

And you cah See them
The mottled/ golf-trousered

■ 'pldshers.;;square' hp:: tO' ■each"..hther-: on;'pavemehhVand " .-V
zebra;,:''and' 'head forward:,'''}inexorably,;';:.';i'ike' slow-:';-""
motioh stock-cars or distrasse<2 supertankers.
(Everyone is pretty sleek and rounded ih Palm
Beach~unlike New York, where people's faces hre
as thin as credit cards.)

(Moronic Inferno 74)

Capote is best khown for pioneehinSF the honfiction

novel (Ih Cold Blood)i

Hersey pnaises the Mprk as a novei

but Conteuds the work has "serious flaws on the nonfiction
side, arisiug from the fact that its actions and dialpque

had been reconstructed long after the described events''

occurred (291)

believes Capote is dishonest tP

authehticate with quotation marks dialogue written frpm such
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a great distance. The question he poses is: How can the

dialogue be truthful when written in this manner?

Amis,

along with almost all other postmodern novelists and New
Journalists, depends on dialogue to move his narrative
forward.

Hersey's question becomes subjective and dependent

on the answers to many other questions.

Did the author edit

■the^ ■ dihlogua'?-'- 'iDid'tiie^^ahthciir'vt^reat^^v-the:/'dialogs
Anderson asserts that the most important contribution

to the genre of New Journalism made by Capote is his use of
"authorial silence."

Anderson makes his point by stating:

"Capote's nonfiction is like his fiction in what it does not
say, and this is true not only in

In Cold Blood but in all

the other major nonfiction as well" (48).

By establishing

his persona as the questioner. Capote withholds information
and does not provide interpretation of the text.

Therefore,

the "reader is left to draw inferences and make connections"
(49).

way.

Amis' texts also play with the reader in the same

In his essay "Gloria Steinem and the Feminine Utopia,"

Amis asks:

Do all these people actually have a human

potential?

Don't we need the norms?

variety can society contain?

How much

How much can it

Feminism is a salutary challenge to one's

assumptions about feminism-

I wonder, though,

how much it has to offer as an all-informing

idea.

And is the racial analogy, so often

claimed, really fully earned?

(Moronic I

142)

Prince's assertions about the specific narratee as being the
questioner are well defined in context of the foregoing
quote.

By questioning, the persona is manipulating the

narratee and allowing the reader to "make connections."

Wolfe uses irianipulation of point-of-view and stream-of—
consciousness techniques to provide minute-by^minute scene

■;changes;■^aIl.:his^Vesi;saye:.^'^ .;^is';-:;is".a' 'master''..bf' point-of-view.
changes as shown in the following example from his: work
The Raphael Papers: : j

"Oh no. I know what's going to happen.

You^

going to walk out of here in a minute and I'11
never

'■see"'^you ■ agaitt-i.'""'

Who can say how 1 got through the weekend?

My

heart really goes out to me there.

Charles listened to the car drive away and

walked up the stairs like a senile heavyweight.
"Seven o'clock," his watch told him.

(138)

Notice that the first piece of dialogue has Charles (the
persona) speaking to his girlfriend Rachael in the first
person.

Next, a hiatus occurs.

After the hiatus, the

persona is thinking in stream-of-consciousness during the
first paragraph.

Abruptly,, the second paragraph switches
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to a thir4 persoii point of view--the persona Charles is
talking about the character Charles.

This type of reaaer

manipulation pccurs in all of Amis' writing.

Anderson says the ''grammar of" Didion's writing is "the

grammar of radical particularity" and "the rhetoric of her

prose is the rhetoric of concreteness and iinplication,

symbol and gap, process and struggle" (134).

Notice how

Amis uses this same type of rhetoric in the following
quotation from his essay "NUKE CITY: Wake up, America, to
another sunny doomsday in Washington, pistriet of
Catastrophe

Nuclear weapons are everything and nothing.

is their genius.

This

On the one hand they are

bargaining chips, pawns in a propaganda contest,
peace-keeperS—-mutually canceling.
hothing.

They are

on the other hand they inultiply by the

speed-of—light squared; they deal in tons of blood
■

And rubble.

They ate everything, because they can

destroy everything.

(Moronic Inferno IQO)

Hersey must have been chagrined if he read Esquire's caption
for "NUKE CiTY"--"Documentary." "T^^

language in the title

alone provides a slant that altea^^ has removed the
narrative from the realm of what the average citiren would

consider "ohiective news'' and places the article in the

realm of ''subjective news." Notice how Amis is using the
same rhetorical techniques frequently used by DidiOni

concreteness, implicatiLoii, symbol, gap, process, and
struggle.

A striking resemblence can be found between the theine
Amis uses in his essay "NUKE eiTY" and the themes Mailer
develops in his work.

Anderson asserts:

Throughout his work Mailer is obsessed with the
idea of sublimity and apocalypse.

He needs to see

his subject as beyond the threshold of the

ordinary and everyday and to see himself in the
act of challenging that limit. (82)
All of Amis' writing is concerned with some type of

apocalypse: personal, societal, or governmental,

In Money,

the apocalypse is a breakdown of personal, societal, and
governmental morality through late-twentieth-century

society's obsession with material goods: in Einstein's
Monsters, the apocalypse is nuclear war; in The Rachael

Papers, the apocalypse is adulthood; and in The Moronic
Inferno", the apocalypse is American lunacy.

Amis obviously enjoys the spectacle of reality that New

Journalists promote by using radical language. In his
description of Mailer, .Amis,says: ■

This is the Existential Hero, the Philosopher of

Hip, the Chauvinist Pig, the Psychic Investigator,
the Prisoner of Sex.

For thirty years Mailer has

been the cosseted superbrat of American letters.
■ It has taken him quite a while to grow up.

But

^V' the:v^±-oces&

f^

^Moronic Inferno 59)

Well, if Amis thinks Mailer has a bad reputation, what does
he think of his own?

In an article written for Esjguire,

"Britain's Brat of Letters," Charles Michener quotes three
of Amis' fellow countrymen:

^^'^''"/■■ ;,;-C■■^';^■v"Mattin)/;tois'^^^

.shife>-"j--an-; En^l'^sh

novelist who does not wish to be identified.
"He is a little shit."—an English literary

agent who does not wish to be identified.
"He is a little shit."—an English television

producer who does not wish to be identified.
(108)

And then Michener follows the quotes with this statement:
After a while it begins to sound like a nursery

rhyme. Martin Amis—bashing hasn't quite become
the national sport over here, but in the insular,
incestuous London literary world and its

journalistic fringes, it has become something of
a'reflex.

(108)

The comparison between Mailer and Amis is quite striking;
both have terrible reputations, both have unlimited vigor

spurting from their pens, both use vulgarity profusely, both

play "Crusader Rabbit," both write nonfiction in fictional
format, and both are referred to as a "brat of letters."
Wolfe is "fascinated with the insider's slang, the
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:

power words of the priyileged groups and undeirground
cultures he seeks out" (Anderson 9).

Wolfe discusses

h©

plays with groupie language in his essays "Radical Chic" and
"Mau-Mauihg.'the ''Flak,.'Catchers"/:;,
In both stories I also depended heavily on details
of status life to try to draw the reader inside
the emotional life of the characters-

I enjoyed

the contrast oreated by drawing these details

largely ffOm the top of the social scale in
"Radical Chic" and from the hotton in "Mau-Mauihg
the Flak Catchers. . . . 1 tried to capture the

precious tones that still prevail. . . . (377)

Throughout Amis' fiction and nonfiction alike, status
details predominate -

In Money

John Self describes an

encounter with a Los AhgeleS prbstitute:
my head jerked open, the car

light came on like a flashbulb, and there was a

seven-foot hlack pimp Snarling down at me with a
mahogany bhseball bat in his fist

' well/ you don't ever feel mbre naked than
that.

No—you never do.

Something about the baf

itself, the resined or saddlesoaped grain ot its
surface, offered unwelcome clarity/ reminding me

why I had stayed away from: Scheld's and the sweet
black chicks and their bargain blowjobs.
■

This is

all very serious and violent and criminal and

mean.

You cannot go slumming, not here, because

slums bite back. (159)

A nonfiction example of status details is found in The
Moronic Inferno as Amis describes Gore Vidal:

Novelist, essayist, dramatist, epigrammist,
television polemicist, controversialist,

pansexualist, socialist, and socialite: if there
is a key to Gore Vidal's public character, it has
something to do with his towering immodesty,

the enjoyable superbity of his self-love.

(97)

These two examples of Amis' preoccupation with status
demonstrate how he is able to define the social caste of his

subjects in a few well-chosen words.

John Self is

obviously slxuaming and is inherently superior to the pimp
and prostitute; and Gore Vidal is a homosexual socialist who
is accepted by high society and feels superior about his
status.

Discussing the subject of class, Hersey states that
"Understatement is upper class" and that a "consequence of

such understandings is the central disaster of this gifted
writer's [Wolfe] voice: He never abandons a resolute tone of

screaming" (299).

Like Wolfe, Amis screams in all of his

works.

If both postmodern novelists and New Journalists rely

on the stylistic devices of altering point-of-view,

stream

of-consciousness, dialogue, narrator-narratee manipulation,
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scene-by-scene construction, authoritative silence, ahd
status details to define their respectiye geiires, then

New Journalism must fall into the category of postmodernism.
Wolfe contends that New Journalism is the wave of the future
'When, he sayS'Si^:'':-;

Not only is the New Journalism the first new

'.V'V'-'a-'direction'vinr'American literature-in "ttte;.:last;;';

•

fifty years, but it was started mainly by wrif®^^
'

in most'- ■:eases;'the:■New;•' ■ .' '

":in their^;thirties

;■^lJournalism' has beSh- . something ^■■that., the ■ ^Writer:"':

has arrived at after spending years at another

form Of writing,

dnly now are large numbers

of young writers beginning to aim straijht toward
the New Jouriialism fro® the outset. (55);
Pbstmodetnism, like New Jourhalism, attracts competent

writers inteJ^ested in deaiing with "reality" as they
perceive it.

Their Subjects are the bizarre societal flaws

and neurotic citizens of the late Twentieth Century.
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VI.

Conclusion

Authentically corrupt, seriously vulgar, intensely
twentieth century, she will always be the ghost

writer of my poor pornography- . . .(Money 319)
Martin Amis provides a transitional bridge between

■pbstmbderhist;;fiction?;::hhd':;^^

demonstratiixg

how the fictional stylistic devices of the novel can be

successfully replicated in nonfiction through the use of the
narrative persona.

Amis' work Einstein's Monsters is an

unusual book because it contains a non-fiction essay

presented in first person narrative and four short stories
about the same subject (atomic holocaust) also presented in
first person.

This work demonstrates the consistency of

narrative style that predominates all of Amis' writing—
fictive and nonfictive.

His essay reports:

What am I to do with thoughts like these?

What

is anyone to do with thoughts like these?

Everywhere you look there is great irony: tragic

irony, pathetic irony, even the irony that is
simply violent, unprecedentedly violent.

The

:■\/:.::;^mushrbom■^bibUd■:aSoVe'^Hii
spectacle, even though it owed its color to a
kiloton of human blood. . . .

,,:^:■V^■^;■■■ •:;^lh^bhe■^dischr^ive^■V^i5here^:^fil
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Writing badly about nuclear weapons.

Some

people, you finally conclude, just don't get it.
They just don't get it.

They are published

versions of those bus-stop raconteurs who claim
that nuclear war won't be "that bad," especially

if they can make it down to their aunt's cottage

in Dorset. . . . They do not see the way nuclear

weapons put everything into italic capitals.
Failing to get the point about nuclear weapons is
like failing to get the point about human life.
This, in fact, is the basis of our difficulty.

These

demonstrate many of the postmodern

ngvelistic devices used by New Journalists.

Searching for a

hew reality is:the basic ingredient of postmodernist
literature.

In the first partial paragraph the narrator is

questioning the narratee: how can I deal with my negative

feelings about atomic warfare?

By the persoha making the

narratee a participant, the real reader is also forced to
respond personally.

Then a hiatus appears on the page—

demonstrating the manipulation of punctuation devices.

The

second paragraph also draws the narratee into the narrative
by the use of the word "you."

Since words are not reality, but only a way to define

it, the persona uses repetition to intensify the narratee's

response.

Look at the repeated use of the words "irbny" and
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"violent."

Also, look at the allusions to writing:

"writing" and "published" and "italic capitals."

These

allusions to nuclear arms proponents' use of rhetoric define
Amis' awareness of the power of the pen.

Solipsism is a philosophy devoted to the idea that
there is no reality but that which is within one's self or
that which is verifiable by self.

indicating

Amis is clearly

that "they" do not understand the seriousness

and "reality" of problems the nuclear arms race creates for
mankind because of "their" solipsism.

Only the persona and

the narratee (who is a creation of the persona) are aware of

the impending holocaust.

The passage also demonstrates

Amis' belief that late twentieth century society is

preoccupied with the self—otherwise people would be
concerned about the dangers of engaging in nuclear war (even

if they did escape to their aunt's cottage in Dorset).
Notice the use of authorial silence in the passage;

no

reference is given to what is the "great irony, the pathetic
irony, even the irony that is simply violent,
unprecedentedly violent."

The "real" reader must come up

with the definition of this irony. In addition. Amis refers
to "some people" without specifying their identities.

:r:agui.red''. td"''';c9h3ure;:ttP:'^^
interpretation of who the "some people" are Amis is talking
about.

:

■^■/Frye;•^hsks-;'-,thsr::-^

S'*Nha;t'"::is'-high • style

Af ter

explaining the presence oi tlifo typ'es o

high etyle--"one for

literature and another for ordinary speech" (44)—Frye then

says that high style in literature occurs when the written

word connects with the reader on a leyel of active
participation and deals with an "ethicai factor"""'iove,

:iQyalty,;: reverence:,:iet''Ceterar''-^"which. the term-sublime^;;
'expresses"' ■{:i:02) .

Furthermore, he''•states:;,

in ordinary speecli high style is something else.
i should say that it emerges whenever the middie

style rises from eommunication to coBimunity, : and
. . achieves 'a .vision of ■ seete'ty.'.whi.ch .draws ;.speahet . '
.^■'■and- hearers- -: together"'•'into:-a' . closer' 'bond

it is v ■

the voice of the genuine individual reininding us
of our genuine selves» and of our rolees members
of a sGciety, in contrast to a mob.

(44)

Amis' fiction and nonfiction can both be called "high

style'' because~~in the case of ordinary spoken high style—*
his work clearly demonstrates a ''voice [the persona] of the

genuine indiyidual reminding us of our genuine selves."
Einstein' sHohsters is gennine high style because Amis'

technique of using postmodern fictional devices makes
the real readet understand how yitally;important the issue
of social consciousness is in relationship tC our own

survival.;-;On planet earth'.''
Since the postmodernist is desperately searching to
define reality in ways that bring new W^iderstanding about

the world in which we live# a conclusion that can be drawn

about New Journalists Wolfe, Mailer, Capote, Didion, and

Amis—who are also searching for new ways to define

reality—is that they have adapted their nonfictive
writing styles to fit the mold of postmodernism and have
raised the genre of New Journalism to the status of "art."

And specifically. Amis V use of the narrative persona and
narratee, dialogue, point-of-view, stream-of-conciousness,

parallel narrative, authorial silence and status details,
bridges postmodern fiction and nonfiction by demonstrating
how New Journalists and postmodern novelists use identical

stylistic devices in creating their art.
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